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Finance Programs

»

Canada

increases
				investment
»

IN ALTERNATIVE FUEL VEHICLES

		

and

		 infrastructure
The Government of Canada is investing in clean fuel
station network and planning to diversify its national
energy mix with renewable natural gas technology.
Québec and BC are also supporting transition to NGV
mobility.

»

Energy mix
nvesting in the production of
renewable natural gas (RNG)
from forest industry residue
can diversify Canada’s energy
mix, reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
improve industrial efficiency and create new
economic opportunities for local companies
and good middle-class jobs that benefit
rural communities. Canada’s Minister of
Natural Resources Jim Carr announced
an $800,000 investment in G4 Insights
Inc. for the development of technology to

I
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convert forestry waste into RNG that can
be distributed through existing natural gas
pipelines in Canada.

Renewable natural gas produced from
sustainably managed forest residue can emit
up to 85% less greenhouse gas emissions
than traditional fossil fuels. Forest residue,
G4 Insights is partnering with the Canadian which includes all parts of the tree, can
be converted into solid, liquid or gaseous
Gas Association members Enbridge Gas
Distribution, FortisBC, Gaz Metro, Union Gas, biofuels such as RNG that can then be
utility host ATCO, the Natural Gas Innovation burned for energy or used as fuel substitutes
Fund, Alberta Innovates, and FPInnovations, for transportation or industrial processes.
who are contributing a combined $1.35
million towards this project.
G4 Insights will build a RNG demonstration
plant and test it under operational

»

conditions with a range of biomass types to
generate relevant technical operating and
economic data. The optimal site location
has been chosen in Edmonton, Alberta to
support all-season operation in outdoor
conditions.

Hydrogen stations
The Honorable Navdeep Singh Bains,
Minister of Innovation, Science and
Economic Development, highlighted

commitments from Budget 2017 that
will boost the growth of Canada’s clean
technology sector by making available more
equity finance, working capital and project
financing to promising clean technology
firms. Nearly $1.4 billion in new financing,
on a cash basis, will be made available to
help Canada’s clean technology firms grow
and expand.
Minister Bains also announced $1,625,000
in funding for the construction of two public

hydrogen stations in the Greater Toronto
Area to support a new Canadian market for
fuel cell vehicles. The project proponent,
Hydrogenics Corporation, is a Canadian
company that has been involved since 2000
in over 50 hydrogen station projects around
the world.
Budget 2016 allocated $16.4 million for the
deployment of alternative fuel refueling
infrastructure. Once successfully completed,
the projects under this funding will establish
NGV JOURNAL US
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more than 80 new charging units for electric
vehicles, as well as nine natural gas and
three hydrogen refueling stations along key
transportation corridors.
“We have an opportunity to have a major
impact on the development of clean
energy and clean transportation. Our 2017
budget proposes a number of approaches
to reach that goal and improve energy
efficiency, reduce carbon emissions and
create a cleaner environment and healthier
communities. Our government will also
continue to help companies raise the
standard in the field of clean technologies
in order to improve the quality of life of all
Canadians,” said Bains.
“We are very pleased to receive this funding
and support from the Canadian government
for additional fueling stations in and
around Toronto. Having supplied hydrogen
fueling equipment to more than 50 public
and private stations across the globe,
it is particularly gratifying to deliver our
expertise, with the support of NRCan, here
at home. Driven by automotive OEMs such
as BMW, Honda, Hyundai, Kia, MercedesBenz and Toyota, we’re seeing an increase in
demand for hydrogen-based clean vehicles
in Europe, California, the UK and Japan —
and now here in Canada,” said Daryl Wilson,
President and CEO of Hydrogenics.

Oxford adds CNG vehicles to municipal fleet
Oxford County in the Province of Ontario is shifting towards cleaner burning fuels in its fleet
in an effort to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. New technology is being introduced into some
of the county’s fleet that is projected to reduce the county’s CO2 emissions by to 1,706 tons in
2017 (a 6.2% decrease). That will put the fleet on track to achieve a 10% reduction by 2019,
equivalent to nearly 3,000 tree seedlings planted and grown for 10 years.
The new technology includes natural gas vehicles. The county understands CNG is the cleanest
burning transportation fuel on the market today, producing 20-30% fewer greenhouse gas
emissions and 95% fewer tailpipe emissions than petroleum products. Three of the county’s
light trucks have been converted to bi-fuel gasoline/CNG with another 15 to be converted
before the end of the year.
The fleet will also include dedicated CNG snow plows. In researching the potential for a fully
natural gas vehicle, it was determined a tandem snow plow would be the best application.
Later this year, Oxford County will become the first municipality in Ontario to have a CNG
snow plow that will be clearing county roads next winter season. There are still a number of
challenges in greening the county’s fleet of 119 vehicles including access to alternative fueling
stations.
Melissa Abercrombie, Manager of Roads and Facilities of Oxford County Public Works, said:
“We are putting the pedal down on a number of exciting initiatives this year when it comes
to green vehicle technology. So far, the reviews have been excellent on our CNG light truck
conversions. Staff is not noticing any difference in the performance of the vehicles when
running on natural gas. We’re also really excited about becoming the first municipality to have
snow plows running on CNG later this year. All the while, moving towards a 6% reduction in
carbon emissions this year is a great first step in greening the county’s fleet.”
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Québec switches to natural gas
The 2017-2018 budget is including positive
measures in line with Québec’s energy
transition, as presented by Québec Minister
of Finance Carlos Leitão. Among various
other measures, the Minister announced
the renewal of the Écocamionnage (green
trucking) program until 2020, and the
enhancement of financial assistance for
conversion to fueling with natural gas.
In addition, the $20.5 million budgetary
envelope was continued so regions in
Québec can have access to natural gas.
“The Ecocamionnage program represents
an important lever for reaching Québec’s
objectives in the fight against climate
change, as it addresses Québec’s highestemitting sector, which is transportation.
Heavy trucks that replace diesel with natural
gas reduce their GHG emissions up to 25%.
The envelope assigned to extending the
gas network was also hoped for by many
regions that wish to bring the environmental
benefits of replacing oil by natural gas
to their communities,” stated Stéphanie

up to 195 tons of GHG can be saved annually
per truck.

British Columbia supports bioLNG use
The Government of British Columbia is
taking action under the Climate Leadership
Plan to support investments by natural
gas utilities that will increase the use of
LNG and renewable natural gas (RNG)
in the transportation, marine and other
sectors and reduce greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions.
“We’re working with utilities to stimulate
the use of LNG as a marine fuel in large,
ocean-going ships, and to increase the
supply and use of renewable natural gas,”
said Energy and Mines Minister Bill Bennett.
“Building the market for B.C.’s abundant
supplies of natural gas offers the opportunity
to achieve significant GHG emissions
reductions and supports jobs and economic
opportunities in British Columbia’s natural
gas sector.”
Amendments to the Greenhouse Gas
Reduction Regulation (GGRR) under the
Clean Energy Act will enable utilities to
increase incentives provided to shipping
companies for the conversion of vessels
to run on LNG, invest in LNG bunkering
infrastructure, and increase the supply and
use of RNG. Programs under the GGRR are
funded by the utility, not the Province. The
amendments are enabling only, and set the
parameters for potential utility programs
and investments that will reduce GHG
emissions.
“We are creating market opportunities
for British Columbia’s natural gas sector,
offering utilities flexibility to create new
incentive programs so we can continue
to build a strong economy and a cleaner
future,” said Deputy Premier and Minister of
Natural Gas Development Rich Coleman.
of liquefied or compressed natural gas trucks Converting just one ocean-going tanker,
Trudeau, Senior Vice President, Regulatory
cruise ship, or container ship to run on LNG
Framework, Customers and Communities, at will be reimbursed, which could add up to
instead of heavy fuel oil will reduce GHG
$30,000 in savings per heavy vehicle.
Gaz Métro.
emissions by about 93,500 tons per year,
equivalent to taking over 19,800 vehicles off
The purpose of the Écocamionnage program For the last several years, Gaz Métro has
the road. Utility investments in LNG fueling
offered its customers the option of using
is to promote the use of equipment and
infrastructure will help establish B.C. as a
technologies that improve energy efficiency natural gas as a fuel to power their fleet
marine bunkering centre on the west coast
while reducing greenhouse gas emissions in of heavy vehicles. Switching from diesel—
widely used in the transportation industry— capable of providing LNG to an increasing
the transportation of goods. The renewed
number of LNG vessels and leading to global
to natural gas allows for annual reductions
program will encourage transporters
reductions in GHG emissions.
of up to 35 tons of GHG per truck. By using
to convert their vehicle fleets by way of
incentives: 30% of additional purchase costs renewable natural gas from organic wastes,
NGV JOURNAL US
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UPS expands natural gas
fleet and refueling network
with $90M investment
The company plans to build six new CNG fueling stations and add nearly 450 alternative fuel
vehicles. In 2016, they invested $100 million in NGV infrastructure and fleet.
PS announced plans to build an
additional six CNG fueling stations
and add 390 new CNG tractors
and terminal trucks and 50 LNG
vehicles to its alternative fuel
and advanced technology fleet. UPS further
cements its leadership in the alternative
fuel market while continuing to reduce its
environmental footprint with this more than
$90 million investment in natural gas.

U

“With more than 4,400 natural gas vehicles
and a network of fueling stations, UPS has
had great results using natural gas as an
alternative fuel in our fleet,” said Mark
Wallace, UPS senior vice president global
engineering and sustainability. “We know
the importance of investing in natural gas
globally for our fleet and the alternative
fuel market. In 2016, we used more than 61
million gallons of natural gas in our ground
fleet, which included 4.6 million gallons of
renewable natural gas. This helped us to
avoid the use of conventional gas and diesel,
and decreased CO2 emissions by 100,000
metric tons.”
The six new CNG stations will be built
08
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in Ontario, Calif.; Orlando, Fla.; Salina,
Kan.; Louisville, Ky.; Greensboro, N.C; and
Vancouver, B.C. Renewable natural gas (RNG)
will be used at the station in Ontario to fuel
UPS vehicles in the area with renewable
compressed natural gas (RCNG).
In 2016, UPS invested $100 million in CNG
fueling stations and vehicles. UPS currently
operates 31 CNG fueling stations in Alabama,
Arizona, California, Colorado, Georgia,
Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Nevada,
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Texas, Virginia,
Tennessee, and West Virginia and runs CNG
vehicles in 38 states in the U.S. in addition
to vehicles in Germany, the Netherlands and
Thailand.
The use of natural gas reduces greenhouse
gas emissions six to 11 percent, according to
the U.S. Department of Energy.
RNG, also known as biomethane, can be
derived from many abundant and renewable
sources, including decomposing organic
waste in landfills, wastewater treatment and
agriculture. It is then distributed through
the natural gas pipeline system, making it

available for use as LNG or CNG.
UPS also purchased 50 additional LNG
vehicles that were deployed in Indianapolis,
Ind.; Chicago, Ill.; Earth City, Mo.; and
Nashville, Tenn., where UPS has existing LNG
stations.
The company has driven more than one
billion miles since 2000 with its alternative
fuel and advanced technology fleet. Through
its Rolling Laboratory, UPS uses a researchbased approach to determine the right
alternative fuel solutions for the location,
route and driving environments.
Since 2009, UPS has invested more than
$750 million in alternative fuel and advanced
technology vehicles and fueling stations
globally. UPS deploys the more than 8,100
vehicles in the Rolling Lab to determine
what works best in each situation. From
old-fashioned pedal power and electricassisted bicycles in dense urban areas like
London and Hamburg to electric and hybrid
electric vehicles in the U.S., and natural gas,
renewable natural gas and propane globally,
UPS puts sustainability innovation into action,
all over the world.
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Clean Energy©s new
partnership launches
more CNG fuel
options for medium
duty trucks
The alliance will offer an OEM CNG fueling system on Freightliner Custom Chassis’ CNG
MT-45/55 model, which is used in the linen and uniform, parcel and home delivery,
vending and food service, baking and snack delivery, and school bus industries.

reightliner Custom Chassis (FCCC),
Clean Energy Fuels Corp. and Green
Alternative Systems (GAS) have
partnered to provide an OEM CNG
fueling system on FCCC’s CNG MT-45/55
chassis. The chassis is used in the linen and
uniform, parcel and home delivery, vending
and food service, baking and snack delivery,
and school bus industries.

FCCC is one of the nation’s leading
manufacturers of premium vehicle chassis
and distributes high-quality, innovative
chassis through its network of more than
400 dealers throughout the nation. FCCC
has partnered with G.A.S. and Clean Energy
because of their experience and expertise in
their respective industries.

Green Alternative Systems will provide the
new CNG fueling system for the chassis,
which is powered by a 6.0L V8 engine with
three available fuel capacities: 35GGE,
42GGE or 52GGE. Clean Energy will provide
fleets using the chassis with fueling
agreements and access to its nationwide
network of fueling stations.

Clean Energy’s network of over 550 public
and private fueling stations ensures that
fleets are powered for both short routes
across town and long hauls across America.
Clean Energy stations are fueling vehicles
in about 37+ major airports, and its
strategically located truck-friendly CNG and
LNG fueling stations, the network called

F
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America’s Natural Gas Highway™, are
designed to keep truck fleets fueled up and
on the road.
GAS, the largest commercial alternative
fuel upfitter in North America, is dedicated
to designing and installing the highest
quality natural gas, propane, hybrid, and
electric fuel systems for the transit and
fleet industries. In fall 2016, Ameripride /
Canadian Linen, one of the largest uniform
rental and linen supply companies in
North America, deployed 20 trucks with
CNG fueling system as part of its corporate
sustainability program, and has committed
to expanding its program by deploying
additional NGVs in their fleet this year.

Biogas adoption

BP will acquire the upstream portion of Clean Energy’s renewable natural
gas (RNG) business through a long-term supply contract with Clean Energy
to support the firm’s continuing downstream RNG business. The deal
enables both companies to accelerate the growth in RNG supply and meet
the growing demand of the NGV market. As a fuel for natural gas vehicle
fleets, including heavy-duty trucks, the RNG is estimated to result in 70%
lower greenhouse gas emissions than from equivalent gasoline/diesel
fueled vehicles.
Under terms of the agreement, BP will pay $155 million for Clean Energy’s
existing biomethane production facilities, its share of two new facilities
and its existing third party supply contracts for renewable natural gas.
Closing the transaction is subject to regulatory approval. Clean Energy will
continue to have access to a secure and expanding supply to sell to the
growing customer base of its Redeem™-branded RNG fuel through a longterm supply contract with BP.
“Demand for renewable natural gas is growing quickly and BP is pleased
to expand our supply capability in this area,” said Alan Haywood, CEO
of BP’s supply and trading business. “BP is committed to supporting
developments towards a lower carbon future and, working with Clean
Energy, we believe we will be well-positioned to participate in the growth
of this lower carbon fuel in the U.S.”
Clean Energy, in turn, will be able to expand its Redeem customer base
at its North American network of natural gas fueling stations, allowing
customers to take advantage of the ease and affordability of switching
to a fuel that is both renewable and can significantly reduce greenhouse
gas emissions compared with diesel. Clean Energy will buy RNG from BP
and collect royalties on gas purchased from BP and sold as Redeem at it
stations. This royalty payment is in addition to any payment under BP’s
contractual obligation.
“We started our Redeem fueling business from scratch less than four years
ago and have grown it into a significant enterprise,” said Andrew Littlefair,
Clean Energy’s president and CEO. “This transaction will help to take it
to the next level. BP’s investment in and focus on renewable natural gas
supply will ensure that Clean Energy can meet the growing demand of our
customers for low carbon, renewable fuel.”
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Airport in Texas
expands NGV shuttle
service
Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport is adding 100 natural gas shuttle vehicles,
manufacted by ElDorado National. The contract is a mix of the latest generation
Axess 40’ and E-Z Rider II 35’ low-floor, ADA compliant shuttle buses.
EV Group, manufacturer of motor
vehicle brands, announced it has
begun delivery of 34 CNG-fueled,
low-floor shuttle buses to the
Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport.
These are the first deliveries of a 101-bus
contract that ElDorado National – California,
Inc. (ENC) will be producing.

R

manufacturing facility located in Riverside,
California. Both models meet the latest Buy
America compliance requirements.

“We have enjoyed a long-term relationship
with the Dallas/Fort Worth International
Airport. ENC has supplied heavy-duty parking
lot shuttle buses at the airport for the past
20 years. ENC also recently received a
The contract is a mix of the latest generation purchase order for the next installment of
buses to be produced for the airport. We will
Axess 40’ and E-Z Rider II 35’ low-floor,
be producing 28 of our largest Axess 40’
ADA compliant shuttle buses. All buses
buses for the DFW Rental Center,” said Mike
utilize clean CNG fuel and feature extraAmmann, Vice President of Sales, ENC.
wide entry and exit doors for fast and
efficient passenger movement. The Axess
Ammann added, “REV has more than
and E-Z Rider II are produced in the ENC
12
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240,000 vehicles on the road today,
including vehicles that fight fires, transport
patients, shuttle passengers and unite
families across the country. Our goal is to
create innovative, specialized products with
the highest level of quality that make life
easier for people.

Market Innovations

New CNG products
arrive in the market
CNG Source has launched a new line of compressed natural gas fueling solution;
Momentum Fuel Technologies has announced a new 175DGE system; and Agility
Fuel Solutions has unveiled the Blue iQ.
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Fuel Ranger Pro.
CNG Source announced the launch of a new
line of equipment branded Fuel Ranger Pro.
This practical and powerful solution simplifies
most of the complexity and cost associated
with compressing natural gas for its use as a
fuel, facilitating immediate CNG infrastructure
deployment for those small and mid-sized
companies and fleet in need of a private
fueling station.
“The Fuel Ranger Pro family features a
number of key advantages, including a
compact design, short lead times and a
highly competitive pricing meeting the most
demanding budgets” said Karim Bousfiha,
Vice President of Marketing and Business
Development for CNG Source. “The Fuel
Ranger line will satisfy the opportunity for
owning a highly performing and dependable
private fueling station, providing an optimal
cost of operation and the highest uptime
index for this category of equipment.”
Bousfiha also pointed that the Fuel Ranger
Pro fulfills the demand of the natural gas
market for solutions that enable those small
and mid-sized companies owning/operating
natural gas vehicles to harness most of the
possible savings by bypassing the markups
and lower margins from the public CNG
stations. The product is available to meet
initial orders in the United States and Mexico.
The line will later be offered worldwide
through distributors specializing in high
quality and low maintenance equipment for
CNG stations and fleets.
CNG Source’s state-of-the-art equipment is
the culmination of many years of work, data
gathering and user experience analysis. The
Fuel Ranger Pro completes the company’s
portfolio of CNG equipment and solutions
for the natural gas vehicles segment. The
new family of product ranges from an output
of 10 gallons per hour for the smallest, up
to 48 gallons per hour for largest with the
possibility of doubling these figures with the
duplex units.
“As with most of CNG Source’s equipment,
the lowest cost of operation is our priority,”
Daniel Lubs, Vice President of Engineering
and Production, said. “The Fuel Ranger Pro
units are no exception as the interval between
overhauls hits the 12,000 hours mark, with
an equipment rated for 100% continuous duty
cycle, and most importantly, the standard
warranty on these units is 5 years while we
guarantee the parts availability for 35 years
and offer an optional lifetime warranty.”

175DGE back-of-cab system
Momentum Fuel Technologies is adding a
175 diesel gallon equivalent (DGE) back-of14
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Landi Renzo obtains EPA approval for 2017 F-250/350 engine

Landi Renzo USA announced it has received
receipt of its natural gas bi-fuel and dedicated
EPA (Environmental Protection Agency)
certifications for the MY2017 Ford F-250/350
6.2-liter engine with gaseous prep engine
package.

collaboration with a Landi Renzo preferred
ship-thru installer located in Avon Lake,
Ohio, ordering a CNG equipped F450/550 or
F650/750 Super Duty truck can be done simply
by selecting the ship-thru option on a dealer
order form.

The new 6.2L bi-fuel and dedicated CNG systems
have been developed by leading alternative fuel
engineers and are available exclusively through
Landi Renzo USA’s distribution network.

The cost of the ship-thru option is only $10.00
on the dealer invoice to have the truck pulled,
upfitted, then put back into Ford’s transportation
system and delivered to the final destination.
Ship-thru capabilities will cover all models out
of Ford’s OHAP, which include F450-750 and
E-Series cutaway.

In addition, Landi Renzo USA announced a
new ship-thru service for natural gas trucks
out of Ford’s Ohio Assembly Plant (OHAP). In

cab system in its CNG fuel system solutions
for Class 6 to Class 8 trucks, the company
announced. The 175DGE back-of-cab system
is the largest Momentum system to date; it is
currently in production and will be ready for
delivery in spring 2017.
“The larger capacity tank gives drivers even
more time between fill-ups,” said Mike
Zimmerman, Momentum Fuel Technologies
general manager. “This is a major benefit for
all drivers, but especially for over-the-road
carriers putting in extensive miles.”
The system mounts between factory cab
extenders with neck-mounted cylinders for
enhanced durability. Its fuel management
module (FMM) houses the electronics,
fuel filter and fuel-fill receptacles, and
works in conjunction with the Rush Truck
Centers’ telematics platform, allowing fleet
managers to monitor usage and manage fuel
consumption.
All Momentum products, including the
175DGE back-of-cab system, feature a fuel
pressure regulator with a high-capacity filter
manufactured by Parker, allowing the system
to operate from 3,600 pounds per square

inch (PSI) when full to a minimum of 230
PSI. Because of this fuel pressure regulator,
Momentum’s 175DGE system performs like
an 185DGE fuel system (a 5.6% improvement
in fuel utilization), allowing drivers to go
even further on a tank of fuel. The pressure
regulator is designed to reduce leak points
and weight, and the high-capacity filter
is larger and designed to be serviced less
frequently than competitive products.

Blue iQ
Agility Fuel Solutions has introduced Blue iQ,
its newest natural gas fuel product, which
uses proprietary technology developed
through Agility’s partnership with Cummins
to give natural gas vehicles the same tools
diesel trucks use to optimize fuel consumption
and maximize uptime. “It allows natural gas
vehicles to operate on a level playing field
with diesel, but with lower fuel costs, quieter
engines, and less emissions,” said Kathleen
Ligocki, CEO, Agility Fuel Solutions.
All fuel system manufacturers have access to
on-board diagnostic data, but only Blue iQ
takes it further by integrating with Cummins
Connected Diagnostics™, INSITE™ service tool,

and QuickServe® support to connect vehicles,
drivers, managers, and technicians for realtime management, diagnostics, and service.
In addition, Blue iQ is the only tool that has
access to Cummins proprietary engine data.
Its Smart Gauge dashboard has Vehicle Range
Monitor to determine how far drivers can go
with the gas on board, EcoMode to help avoid
unplanned refueling at low fuel levels, and
Limp Home Mode to get drivers safely out of
traffic at extremely low fuel levels.
Converting diesel fleets to natural gas vehicles
has proven successful. Agility’s largest refuse
customer has found that for every diesel truck
replaced with natural gas, greenhouse gases
are reduced by 22 metric tons per year or a
21% reduction per truck. It also cuts nitrogen
oxide by up to 50%.
Agility values its ongoing collaboration with
Cummins and is proud to be the first fuel
solutions provider to level the diesel-naturalgas playing field. Blue iQ sets another industry
standard and exemplifies Agility’s dedication
to helping companies reduce costs.
NGV JOURNAL US
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Natural gas pilot tractor for ports
with 8.8L engine is launched
A new terminal tractor prototype is being tested by TICO and will
feature PSI’s 8.8-liter CNG engine. The prototype is already in service
with plans for additional pilot testing. TICO terminal tractors are
widely used at distribution centers, rail terminals and ports.
ICO Manufacturing and Power
Solutions International, Inc. (PSI)
announced that PSI’s 8.8-liter
CNG engine will power a new
terminal tractor prototype being tested
by TICO. The CNG prototype is already in
service with plans for additional pilot testing.
TICO terminal tractors are widely used at
distribution centers, rail terminals and ports.
According to TICO’s General Manager, Frank
Tubbert, the new CNG prototype tractor
features design enhancements that improve
both value and reliability over conventional
models, with the benefit of improving
emissions to meet environmental aims.

T

The prototype fits within TICO’s larger
program to develop and expand a large
portfolio of alternative-fuel terminal
tractors. As part of that effort, TICO has
worked closely with its customer UPS to
develop competitively priced alternativefuel vehicles in order to expand future fleet

Ports in L.A. deploy trucks with
zero emissions CNG engines

options to achieve the package delivery
leader’s sustainability goals. The CNG
prototype, currently in pilot testing, is a
product of this collaboration.
“The increasing costs and complexity
associated with meeting diesel emissions
is helping the shift to offer gasoline and
alternative fuel engines,” Tubbert added.
“This collaboration reflects that shift. We
also wanted, in large part, to offer the
customer more choices and to focus on
clean air as a major policy objective.”
“We’re excited about the growth of
our relationship with TICO,” said Gary
Winemaster, PSI’s Chairman and CEO.
“Together, we are developing a family of
alternative-fuel options that offer leading
companies like UPS flexibility and a pathway
to fleets that are cleaner, easier to maintain,
and less expensive. This CNG terminal tractor
is a great addition.”

Total Transportation Services, Inc. (TTSI),
one of largest drayage trucking companies
in the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach,
has begun using one of the first Cummins
Westport (CWI) ISX12 G low-NOx natural gas
engines for its trucking operations. Available
for order later this year, the 12-liter engine
will be certified by the California Air Resources
Board (CARB) to produce 90% less NOx than
the current EPA standard for heavy-duty
engines and emissions are equivalent to that
of a truck powered by electricity from the
electrical grid.
“The trucking industry is facing hard
choices on how we are going to reduce our
emissions impact, especially here in Southern
California,” said Victor La Rosa, CEO and
President of TTSI. “We believe the quickest
and most affordable way to cut our NOx
emissions to essentially zero is with the new
CWI engine and renewable natural gas (RNG).
We have successfully operated natural gas
trucks in the San Pedro ports since the last
Clean Trucks program in 2008, and it is great
that we now have a dramatically improved
engine and an even cleaner fuel with
renewable natural gas.”
In 2016 Cummins Westport began full
production of the 8.9-liter ISL G low-NOx
engine, and has shipped engines to bus and
refuse truck OEMs. The ISX12 G low-NOx
engine is based on the 12-liter ISX12 G first
introduced in 2012, and will start production
early next year. CWI anticipates a large
demand for this heavy-duty alternative-fuel
truck engine.
“We understand the importance of reducing
NOx emissions, especially here in California
and in the middle of one of the busiest
transportation corridors in the nation,” said
Rob Neitzke, President of Cummins Westport.
“This 12-liter engine, designed for heavyduty trucks, can also reduce GHG methane
emissions by 70% or more when run on
renewable natural gas.”
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Finance Programs

Pennsylvania: more funds
for clean fuel vehicles
The $1.9 million grant will serve for projects using alternative fuels and infrastructure in
Pennsylvania schools and businesses. The awards were granted for both vehicle purchase/
retrofits and refueling stations.

he Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP)
has awarded more than $1.9
million to Pennsylvania schools
and businesses for projects using alternative
fuels and infrastructure. The Alternative
Fuels Incentive Grant (AFIG) provides funding
for projects to improve air quality through
alternative fuel use. The awards were
granted for both vehicle purchase/retrofits
and refueling infrastructure.

are some of the AFIG program’s recipients.

diesel per year.

Tri-County Industries, a waste hauler
subsidiary of Vogel Holding, Inc., was
awarded $500,000 and seeks to construct
an on-site CNG fueling station in Mercer
County. This station will be owned by TriCounty Industries and will be available to
the general public. This station will be used
daily by a minimum of 10 fleet vehicles and
potentially 10 waste collection vehicles.

The City of Philadelphia was awarded
$200,000 and seeks to purchase of 10
new CNG refuse haulers. This effort is in
coordination with CMAQ award received
earlier this year supporting the purchase of
25 new CNG refuse haulers along with the
construction of a new CNG filling station by
PGW.

“The buses, cars, and trucks purchased and
rebuilt with these grants will reduce air
pollution and improve the air we breathe,”
said Acting DEP Secretary Patrick McDonnell.
“These types of projects pay economic and
environmental dividends for communities
and Pennsylvania at large.” The following

This project will help UPS to continue the
conversion of its Willow Grove vehicle
operations to run on natural gas. It seeks
$200,000 in AFIG funds to replace 20 Class
8 tractors that run on diesel with 20 Class 8
tractors that run on natural gas. The vehicles
are estimated to save 462,963 gallons of

T

Xpress Natural Gas has been awarded
$200,000 to purchase 10 CNG vehicles. XNG
will use these vehicles to collect stranded
gas from gathering systems in Susquehanna
County, compress and transport that gas to
CNG public fueling stations for residents. The
project includes a new station that will be
owned by Xpress Natural Gas.
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Infrastructure & Fueling

Hydrogen refueling
network planned in
New York

Air Liquide plans to open two new hydrogen stations in Hempstead and Brooklyn. Following the
four stations previously announced in Connecticut, Massachusetts, and New York, these sites are
two of the twelve stations planned in the northeast U.S., in collaboration with Toyota Motor Sales.
the Northeast working with Air Liquide
to integrate a hydrogen station onsite.
Integrating the hydrogen station is a
beneficial addition for us, as we are able
to provide state of the art services to
all our customer types, including those
with hydrogen fuel cell vehicles. With
zero emissions, hydrogen offers a clean
alternative to energy and we are looking
forward to offering our customers on Long
Island a competitive and efficient fueling
experience.”

H2 station in California reaches
1000th fill-up

ir Liquide has entered a long-term
lease agreement for two new
hydrogen stations in New York,
one of which is with Applegreen,
a global provider of service stations
that offers customers high-end retail
concessions. The station will be located
in Hempstead, New York. Air Liquide also
has secured a site location and lease
agreement for a hydrogen station in
Brooklyn, New York.

A

the twelve stations planned by Air Liquide
in the northeast U.S., in collaboration with
Toyota Motor Sales USA, Inc.
Ole Hoefelmann, CEO of Air Liquide
Advanced Technologies U.S. LLC and Vice
President of Air Liquide advanced Business
& Technologies Americas, said: “We are
excited about the latest additions to our
hydrogen station project in the Northeast.
We are eager to forge ahead with New
York in this endeavor, in order to make
their Zero Emission Vehicle deployment
objectives a reality in their state. The
expansion of the New York state’s
Environmental Protection Fund to now
include funding for clean vehicle projects
like hydrogen infrastructure is a great step
forward in the deployment of hydrogen
energy.”

The hydrogen stations are projected to
be operational by mid to end of 2017
in anticipation of the hydrogen fuel
cell vehicles expected to come into this
market. The introduction of these vehicles
play an integral and complementary
role in providing consumers in the New
York region with a clean and sustainable
energy solution for transportation.
Joe Barrett, COO of Applegreen PLC,
Following the four stations previously
announced in Connecticut, Massachusetts, added: “We value the opportunity to
be one of the first service stations in
and New York, these stations are two of
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Air Liquide’s first hydrogen station installed
in California, in the city of Anaheim, has
just achieved its 1000th hydrogen fuel cell
vehicle fill-up after just 100 days in operation.
Opened to the public since December 2016,
this station has already enabled hydrogenpowered vehicles to cover 250,000
kilometers, avoiding about 56 tons of
atmospheric CO2 emissions.
This new station installed and operated by Air
Liquide is part of a State of California program
designed to support the deployment and use
of hydrogen-powered vehicles, with about 50
hydrogen stations planned in California by the
end of 2017.
The Anaheim station, like all the stations
designed and installed by Air Liquide, is able
to recharge hydrogen-powered vehicles in
less than five minutes for a driving range of
around 500 kilometers.
Air Liquide masters the entire hydrogen
supply chain, from production to storage
and from distribution to the development of
applications for end users, contributing to
the widespread use of hydrogen as a clean
energy. To date, 75 hydrogen stations have
already been designed and installed by Air
Liquide worldwide.

Technologies

GM delivers fuel cell
truck to U.S. Army
The Chevrolet Colorado ZH2, a fuel-cell vehicle designed for the U.S. Army, will be used by the
Tank Automotive Research Development Center (TARDEC) in Warren. The new truck will be
evaluated for full-time use at a series of military bases around the country in the next 12 months.
“When you hear it out there, you’ll hear
the tires going across the road, but you
won’t hear the engine running,” said Paul
Rogers, TARDEC’s director. “So if you’re a
special operator, if you’re a recon soldier
and you’re trying to be stealthy, you can
sit in this vehicle and you can observe
the enemy. And you’re not running a
generator or you’re not running a vehicle
powerplant that’s making a lot of noise
and giving away you’re position.”
In addition, the ZH2’s electric drive system
also produces a high torque level, Rogers,
said, that “has many synergies with an
off-road vehicle,” whether for for climbing
hills or slogging through mud.

eneral Motors Co. engineers
designed the truck, which stands
61/2 feet tall and 7 feet wide,
and has 37-inch tires. They turned
over the keys to officials with the U.S. Army
Tank Automotive Research Development
Center (TARDEC) in Warren.

G

Charles Freese, executive director of GM’s
global fuel-cell business, said the project
kicked off a year ago when the carmaker
and military officials compared notes.
“GM and the TARDEC Team decided that
some of the things we were working
on could be very interesting for military
applications as well,” he said. “And GM
has been exploring the merger of the
Chevrolet Colorado ZR2 technology and
the technology of the fuel cell.”
The technology under the massive truck’s

hood represents a major opportunity
for electric vehicles and possibly, for the
military.

Gov. Rick Snyder said the Colorado project
fits squarely within the three research
areas driving the latest technologies in
the automotive industry. “The one we
talk about all the time are the intelligent
vehicles — autonomous vehicles,” he
said. “But people forget there are really
two or three huge tracts going on. There
is also the issue of lightweight materials,
and then propulsion systems. And they will
revolutionize things.”

U.S. Sen. Gary Peters said locally
developed technologies boosting the
electric vehicle will only help the region in
Fuel-cell vehicles are powered by hydrogen the autonomous race.
gas that, when mixed with oxygen,
“Probably the ideal powerplant for these
generates power for an electric motor.
new kinds of technologies will be electric,”
While they have yet to find widespread
he said. “Whatever may happen to the
use, the vehicles produce no harmful
price of oil and other issues ... if you just
emissions — only water — and are seen
look at it from a technological standpoint,
as having great potential.
with self-driving systems, autonomous
vehicles are going to need electric
For military purposes, it offers other
powerplants for the engineers to fully
benefits. The ZH2’s electric powertrain
realize their dreams of where they want
operates with less noise than traditional
to go.”
internal combustion engines, and also
produces less heat. In situations where
The Colorado ZH2 vehicles will be
stealth and quiet are required, this
version of the Colorado provides a distinct evaluated for full-time use at a series of
military bases around the country in the
advantage.
next 12 months.
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Honda announces
new hybrid and
electric vehicle
models
The “3-in-1” Clarity series provides unparalleled electric drive choice with premium midsize
sedan capability and three advanced electrified powertrain options. Honda targets five-fold
increase in sales of electrified vehicles in next four years.

onda revealed its all-new Clarity
Plug-in Hybrid and Clarity Electric
alongside the already available
Clarity Fuel Cell, saying it will target
U.S. sales of 75,000 Clarity vehicles in the
first four model years. The Clarity series
will contribute to an anticipated five-fold
increase in Honda’s U.S. sales of electrified
vehicles over the next four years as the
company works toward its target that twothirds of its global automobile sales will
come from electrified vehicles by 2030.

H

The two all-new electrified Honda vehicles
will join the Clarity Fuel Cell, launched in
December 2016, to make Clarity the first
ever vehicle series offering customers
an expanded array of electrified vehicle
choices with fuel cell, battery electric and
plug-in hybrid powertrains wrapped in a
sophisticated, spacious and comprehensively
equipped five-passenger sedan.
“The Honda Clarity is aimed at accelerating
the deployment of advanced electrified
powertrain technology and bringing
electrified vehicles further into the
mainstream,” said Jeff Conrad, senior
vice president of American Honda Motor
Co., Inc., at the company’s auto show
press conference. “The Clarity series also
heralds the advancement of our Honda
Electrification Initiative, representing our
20
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investment in the full spectrum of electricvehicle technologies.”

full suite of HONDA SENSING® safety and
driver-assistive technologies.

“Electrification is the future of mobility and
the future of Honda, and it all starts now
with this new Clarity series,” added Steve
Center, vice president of the Connected and
Environmental Business Development Office
at American Honda.

With three different powertrains and
luxury packaging, the Clarity series has
wide appeal. This shared “3-in-1” platform
strategy will enable Honda to respond to
infrastructure and market developments,
provide customers nationwide with an
ultra-low carbon vehicle that meets their
lifestyle needs, and takes Honda toward
higher volume sales of advanced powertrain
products that will help reduce CO2
emissions.

Honda Clarity Series
As the next progression of Honda’s dynamic
styling for electrified products, each Clarity
variant has a low, wide aerodynamic body
with unique design elements, including its
own special hero color, and differentiated
front styling, headlights, tail lamps and
18-inch alloy wheel designs. Combined with
elegant and advanced exterior styling, each
Clarity series vehicle has a spacious interior
with comfortable seating for five adults,
outfitted with premium, environmentally
responsible materials.
Offering Honda’s “fun-to-drive” DNA, each
Clarity variant provides a smooth, quiet and
highly refined driving experience, aided
by the smooth and seamless character
of electric drive torque and acceleration.
The Clarity series also features advanced
technologies, including Display Audio with
Android Auto™ and Apple CarPlay™, and the

The Clarity series is at the vanguard of
Honda’s commitment to address society’s
energy and environmental concerns as the
company expects significant growth in sales
of efficient, lower CO2 electrified vehicles.
Honda has previously announced plans to
introduce a dedicated new hybrid car to the
U.S. market in 2018. The new Honda hybrid
car will be made in America.

Honda Clarity Plug-in Hybrid
The 2018 Honda Clarity Plug-in Hybrid,
launching at dealerships nationwide later
this year, is anticipated to earn an all-electric
driving range rating of 42 miles, the longest
of any midsize plug-in hybrid. For longer
trips, the Clarity Plug-in Hybrid can utilize

its hyper-efficient 1.5-liter Atkinson cycle
4-cylinder engine to generate electricity and,
under certain conditions, to act as a direct
power source, resulting in an anticipated
overall driving range rating in excess of 330
miles.
The vehicle’s electromotive power comes
from a 181-horsepower electric motor
producing 232 lb.-ft. of torque and drawing
power from both the gasoline engine and
a 17-kilowatt hour (kWh) battery pack with
a recharge time of 2.5 hours at 240 volts.
The Clarity Plug-in Hybrid is anticipated
to earn an EPA fuel economy rating of
105 MPGe1 (miles per gallon of gasolineequivalent) combined, at the top of its
class. The Clarity Plug-in Hybrid features
three selectable modes – Normal, Econ and
Sport – allowing drivers to customize their
experience, maximizing efficiency or driving
performance. A fourth mode – HV mode – is
provided to maintain the battery’s state of
charge and can be selected in conjunction
with Normal, Econ and Sport driving modes.
As the sales volume leader in the Clarity
lineup, the Clarity Plug-in Hybrid will be
offered in two premium-contented trims,
standard and Touring.

Honda Clarity Electric

The 2017 Honda Clarity Electric is geared
toward consumers who desire a spacious,
comfortable and affordable sedan that
suits their daily driving needs. The Clarity
Electric is powered by a 161-horsepower
(120-kilowatt) electric motor producing 221
lb.-ft. of torque and drawing power from a
25.5-kWh battery pack. The vehicle can by
fully charged in just over three hours at 240
volts, and when using DC fast charging with
the SAE Combined Charging System can
achieve an 80% charge in just 30 minutes.
The model is anticipated to have an
anticipated EPA fuel economy rating
of 120/102/111 MPGe (city/highway/
combined). Like the Clarity Plug-in Hybrid,
the Clarity Electric features three selectable
driving modes – Normal, Econ and Sport.
The Clarity Electric will launch later this year,
starting with an attractive lease program in
California and Oregon.

Honda Clarity Fuel Cell
Honda views fuel cells as the ultimate
zero-emissions vehicle technology and the
Clarity Fuel Cell offers green early adopters
the latest technology to be on the forefront
of “what’s next.” Honda began deliveries
of the 2017 Clarity Fuel Cell in December
2016 in select California markets, where
a consumer friendly network of hydrogen

stations continues to grow, and has already
delivered more than 100 vehicles.
Technological innovations to the Clarity
Fuel Cell have created a fuel cell stack that
is 33 percent more compact with a 60%
increase in power density compared to its
predecessor, the Honda FCX Clarity. The
more compact fuel cell and integrated
powertrain, now comparable in size to a V-6
engine, fits entirely under the hood of the
car, allowing for a more spacious cabin with
seating for five passengers.
At 366 miles, the Clarity Fuel Cell has the
highest EPA driving range rating of any
zero-emission vehicle in America, including
fuel cell and battery electric vehicles, and
an EPA fuel economy rating of 68 MPGe
combined. The Clarity Fuel Cell is available
for the competitive introductory lease price
of $369 a month for 36 months with $2,868
due at signing. The lease terms include an
attractive mileage allowance of 20,000
miles per year, up to $15,000 of hydrogen
fuel, up to 21 days of an Avis Luxury Rental
in California, 24/7 roadside assistance,
and eligibility for California “White Sticker”
single occupant HOV access. Lessees can
also apply for the State of California $5,000
rebate. The Clarity Fuel Cell is available in
three colors: Bordeaux Red Metallic, White
Orchid Pearl and Crystal Black Pearl.
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